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QUESTION 1

What is the result of the pcEnPref flag configured on the epg-App_EPG? 

A. Any configuration changes to the private network are validated. 

B. Access control rules for the L3Out network are applied. 

C. Access control rules for the private network are applied. 

D. Any changes to the underlying EPG objects are forbidden. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An engineer must securely export Cisco APIC configuration snapshots to a secure, offsite location The exported
configuration must be transferred using an encrypted tunnel and encoded with a platform-agnostic data format that
provides namespace support. Which configuration set must be used? 

A. Policy: Export Policy Protocol: TLS Format: JSON 

B. Policy: Import Policy Protocol: TLS Format: XML 

C. Policy: Import Policy Protocol: SCP Format: JSON 

D. Policy: Export Policy Protocol: SCP Format: XML 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer must upgrade the Cisco ACI fabric to use a feature from the new code release. However, there is no direct
path from the current release to the desired one. Based on the Cisco APIC Upgrade/Downgrade Support Matrix, the
administrator must go through one intermediate release. 

Which set of steps must be taken to upgrade the fabric to the new release? 

A. 1. Upgrade the APICs to an interim release. 

2.

 Upgrade the switches to an interim release. 

3.

 Upgrade the APICs to the targeted release. 

4.

 Upgrade the leaf and spine switches to the targeted release. 

B. 1. Upgrade the APICs to an interim release and then switches to an interim release. 

2.

 When all switches are operational, upgrade leaf switches to the targeted release. 

3.

 Upgrade the spine switches to the targeted release. 

4.

 Upgrade the APICs to the targeted release. 

C. 1. Upgrade the APICs to an interim release. 

2.

 Upgrade the leaf switches directly to the targeted release. 

3.

 Upgrade the spine switches directly to the targeted release. 

4.

 Upgrade the APICs to the targeted release. 

D. 1. Upgrade the APICs directly to the targeted release. 

2.
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 Upgrade the switches to an interim release. 

3.

 When all switches are operational, upgrade the leaf switches to the targeted release. 

4.

 Upgrade the spine switches to the targeted release. 

Correct Answer: A 

Get files from Cisco onto a HTTP/SCP server and then uploaded to APIC Get APICs upgraded Wait for things to
stabilise. Get Leaf/Spines upgraded Wait for things to stabilise. 

When upgrading or downgrading to a release that does not have a direct path from your current release, you must
upgrade or downgrade all the APICs and switches to an intermediate supported release to which there is a direct path,
then upgrade or downgrade from that release to your desired release. Sometimes, you must move through multiple
intermediate releases before being able to get to your desired release, upgrading or downgrading both the APICs and
switches to the same release each time. 

 

QUESTION 4

An engineer is configuring ACI VMM domain integration with Cisco UCS-B Series. Which type of port channel policy
must be configured in the vSwitch policy? 

A. LACP Active 

B. MAC Pinning 

C. LACP Passive 

D. MAC Pinning-Physical-NIC-load 

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/cloud-systems-management/application-policy-infrastructure-controller-
apic/118965-config-vmm-aci-ucs-00.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which protocol does ACI use to securely sane the configuration in a remote location? 

A. SCP 

B. HTTPS 

C. TFTP 

D. FTP 

Correct Answer: A 
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